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Felicidade de Ligaya

Felicidade de Ligaya is a player character played by Lunar Rabbit.

Felicidade de Ligaya
Species: Yamataian OR Neko (subject to change when I finally make up my mind)
Gender: Female

Age: 25
Height: 5'9
Weight: 130

Organization:
Occupation:

Rank:
Current Placement:

Preferred Plots:

Physical Characteristics

Height: 5'9
Mass: 130
Measurements: B88 W61 H87

Build and Skin Color: A curved, dancer's body - more an acrobat or a go-go dancer than a ballerina.
Olive, sun-kissed skin.

Eyes and Facial Features: Green eyes, with somewhat slit pupils. An angular, feline face, but not quite
enough to be a Neko.

Ears: Two sets - a stereotypical appeal-to-Yamataian-standards-of-cuteness set of cat ears on the top of
her head, and more human ones, usually buried underneath hair. These ones are somewhat pointed - not
enough to be a neko, and not furry enough to definitely state her as one, too.

Hair Color and Style: Sky blue, falls to to around her thighs. In flight, usually kept out of her hair by
grav placements.

Distinguishing Features: Slightly sharper canines (har har) than most, as well as always being dogged
(HA! HA!) by questions of being a neko.

Psychological Characteristics
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Personality: No amount of rain, war, cynicism, or sarcasm will break up Felicidade's sunny disposition
and outlook. There's a silver lining in every cloud, and even if you have to squint to see it, it's there, and
Felicia will damn well make sure the others will see it, too.

Notably willing to continue speaking to openly hostile, cold, or aggressive people as if there was simply
nothing wrong with them, and fancies herself a diplomat.

ike any cat, she's curious - even if it most likely will get her in some sort of trouble.

Likes: Fish, dancing, singing, religious rituals, the rumble of a ship as it breaks the sound barrier in
atmo, the aftershocks of a bombing run, her ship notifying her missiles hit
Dislikes: Getting hit, EMPs, grimdark stuff, maintenance, not dancing
Goals:

History

Family (or Creators)

Friend/Rival/Partner: Cassandra Cassiopeia

Pre-RP

Skills

Communication

Entertainment

Physical

Rogue

Culinary

Inventory

Felicidade de Ligaya has the following items:
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Finances

Felicidade de Ligaya is currently a in the .

Total Savings Addition Subtraction Reason
3000 KS Starting Funds

OOC Discussion

A lazy ripoff and a WiP, as usual.

Character Data
Character Name Felicidade de Ligaya
Character Owner Lunar Rabbit
Character Status Work In Progress
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